


Built on the foundations of what was for 4 decades the 
biggest cinema in San Sebastián, Zinema7 Hotel, formerly 
Astoria7, is a reflection of the city’s passion for film. A stellar 
hotel in which every suite, every room and every corner 
pays tribute to the stars that have been at the Zinemaldi, our 
International Film Festival.

Located in the peaceful neighborhood of Amara, its 
privileged location invites you to take a pleasant 10-minute 
walk along the recently remodeled green avenue of Sancho 
el Sabio to the romantic area, as well as to walk downstream 
Urumea towards its the Kursaal or bike to the epicenter of 
the hustle and bustle of the old town in 5 minutes.

Walking with attention to details will reveal the most 
authentic Donostia.

We were Astoria7. We are Zinema7.



13 years is seeing everything that has been achieved and everything 
that remains to be achieved as a team. It is betting on things well done. 
It is to improve, innovate and surprise.

Turning 13 is just the beginning of everything that has happened and 
everything that is yet to come.

Thank you for joining us.

We celebrated our 13th anniversary!



Doing things in any way is not worth it if doing it better is within 
our reach. We apply the culture of excellence in each of our bets, 
in each member of our team, in each small decision of the day to 
day. Give you the best service, what you expect (and something 
more) and do it with the best treatment and kindness.

We work hard and we earn your 90% excellence.

We’re among the best-rated hotels 
in Donostia

Customer Alliance

https://reviews.customer-alliance.com/hotel/zinema7-hotel-san-sebastian-be8dedae5b8939fe.html


We have obtained the Euskadi Family Tourism badge; a seal that 
recognizes accommodation that meets the needs of families when 
they travel.

To do this, we have an offer for families that includes specific 
reception and security protocols. In turn, we have enabled a 
private space that connects two rooms and offers all the necessary 
comfort for a family.

We’re already members of Euskadi 
Family Tourism!

zinema7hotel.com/en/travel-with-kids

https://www.zinema7hotel.com/turismo-familiar
https://www.zinema7hotel.com/turismo-familiar


At Zinema7 Hotel we have defined our Safe Hotel decalogue by 
adding the dimension of hygiene to our management. From now 
on the experience must also be safe.

In addition, we have taken a step forward in digitization by 
favoring a contactless check-in and check-out process for guests 
who prefer it. And, for some time now, all our services have been 
available through a QR located in the rooms.

Constantly growing

zinema7hotel.covidhotels.info

https://zinema7hotel.covidhotels.info/
https://www.zinema7hotel.com/turismo-familiar


Each of our rooms is dedicated to an illustrious 
visitor from our beloved film festival. Individual 
rooms, doubles, accessible rooms, and suites. 
Some are even connected, in case you want 
to shoot a family sitcom.

What they have in common are beds worthy 
of indecent proposals or angelic dreams 
suitable for all audiences, as well as an 
entertainment system and private bath with 
glass partition for a Psycho-free stay. From 
there, pick the one you like best and enjoy.

Rooms

zinema7hotel.com/en/rooms

https://www.zinema7hotel.com/habitaciones
https://www.zinema7hotel.com/turismo-familiar


In this room, our dear Catherine would be beautiful by day 
and by night.

Superior Room

22-26m2 connected
rooms

When you dedicate something to Hitchcock, you know it 
has to be something big. Very big. Like this suite.

Hitchcock Suite

32m2 terrace



Yes, Mr. Addams, there is room for 5 people, so you’ll have 
to choose between grandmama and uncle fester. There’s no 
alternative. No, we don’t count thing. Thank you, Mr. Addams.

Family Room

32m2 connected
rooms

Even if it looks big – really big! Although 
you may find a sofa in some of them, 
these rooms are only doubles. A double 
room with a spectacularly comfortable 
double bed. 

Zinema7 Double Room

16-18m2
connected

rooms



Out of respect for the living, we respect the “do not 
disturb” sign.
Out of respect for the dead, you have a minibar!

Zinema7 Twin

16-18m2 connected
rooms

Single? but to Chico it would seem 
like a palace! By the way, has 
anyone ordered two hard-boiled 
eggs?

Single Room

11m2 terrace



In our adapted room you will be as independent as the 
career of our friend John, which started on a Saturday night 
and almost ended when he decided to be an angel. 

Travolta (adapted)

hair dryer deskwifi minibarNespresso
coffee maker

film & book
loans

safe
box

All rooms include

late
check-out

laundry
service

crib

MENU

kids
menu

Turn your room into a family home

bed rail stool baby bottle 
warmer set

connected 
rooms

welcome
kit

adapted24-25m2



The afterwork you can drink and enjoy

In this space, Patxi Troitiño and his team 
unleash their imagination with proposals such 
as “Donostia Sunrise”, “A las 5 en el Astoria” or 
the classic “Diplomisú”.

The Cocktail Bar Zinema7 offers both visitors 
and guests an atmosphere where enjoyment is 
the only way to be.

Cocktail Bar Zinema7

zinema7hotel.com/cocktail-bar

https://www.zinema7hotel.com/cocktail-bar
https://www.zinema7hotel.com/turismo-familiar


We are waiting for you in our Bistroteka for a 
mid-morning break, a romantic dinner, a quick 
meal between meetings or a fleeting tasting of a 
pintxo. We also have menus for those who come 
in a group.

Enjoy a unique space with a stellar gastronomic 
proposal.

bistrotekazinema7.com

Bistroteka Zinema7

https://www.bistrotekazinema7.com/
https://www.zinema7hotel.com/turismo-familiar


If you want to emulate Ms. Hepburn at 
Breakfast at Tiffany’s, we invite you to dream of 
our buffet of local products, hot dishes cooked 
at the moment or BIO foods and gluten and 
lactose free.

Buffet breakfast



We are aware of the importance of taking care of your health 
while staying away from home. For this reason, we want our gym 
to offer you everything you need during your stay with us.

Gym

We have rooms that are fully 
equipped so that you can conduct 
your meetings with all the privacy 
Dr. No would demand.

Event & meeting 
rooms

As if it were a plan from The Italian 
Job: arrive and park.

More comfortable, impossible.

Parking
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www.zinema7hotel.com
+34 943 445 000 · info@zinema7hotel.com

Sagrada Familia 1 (esquina Sancho El Sabio). 20010 San Sebastián (Gipuzkoa)
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